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Abstract 
Transcription initiation requires that the promoter DNA is melted and the 
template strand is loaded into the active site of the RNA polymerase, forming 
the open complex. The archaeal initiation factor TFE and its eukaryotic 
counterpart TFIIE facilitate this process. Recent structural and biophysical 
studies that have revealed the position of TFE/TFIIE within the pre-initiation 
complex and illuminated its role in open complex formation. TFE operates 
via allosteric and direct mechanisms. Firstly, it interacts with the RNAP and 
induces the opening of the flexible RNAP clamp domain concomitant with 
DNA melting and template loading. Secondly, TFE binds physically to single 
stranded DNA in the transcription bubble of the open complex and increases 
its stability. The identification of the β-subunit of archaeal TFE enabled us to 
reconstruct the evolutionary history of TFE/TFIIE-like factors, which is 
characterised by winged helix (WH) domain expansion in eukaryotes as well 
as loss of metal centres including Iron Sulphur clusters and Zinc ribbons. 
Open complex formation is an important target for the regulation of 
transcription in all domains of life. We propose that TFE and the bacterial 
general transcription factor CarD, though structurally and evolutionary 
unrelated, show interesting parallels in their mechanism to enhance open 
complex formation.  We argue that open complex formation is used as a way 
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to regulate transcription in all domains of life, and these regulatory 
mechanisms co-evolved with the basal transcription machinery.  
Introduction 
Multisubunit RNA polymerases (RNAP) initiate transcription with the aid of 
general transcription factors. These factors can facilitate the recruitment of 
RNAP to the promoter and stimulate the local melting of DNA around the 
transcription start site (TSS), and subsequent loading of the template strand 
into the active site in a process called open complex formation. The 
transition from the closed (CC) to the open complex (OC) is accompanied by 
large-scale structural rearrangements of the transcription initiation complex, 
in particular of the RNAP clamp. In this article we review recent contributions 
to the structural and functional understanding of OC formation in RNAP 
systems in the different domains of life, chiefly focussed on the archaeal 
transcription apparatus. 
 
Evolution of transcription initiation 
The classical phylogenetic interpretation provided by Carl Woese in the 
1970s stipulates that all cellular life belongs to either of one of three 
domains: bacteria, archaea and eukarya [1]. However, the discovery of novel 
archaeal phyla and improved methods for the reconstruction of ancient 
phylogenetic relationships are revolutionising our view on archaeal evolution 
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and eukaryogenesis [2-5]. The most recent scenarios have the evolution of 
eukaryotes beginning deep within the archaeal domain and hence archaea 
show great promise to illuminate the origin and evolution of the eukaryotic 
transcription machineries. To this end, it is essential to understand the 
diversity of the general transcription factors and RNAP within the archaeal 
domain.  
According to their evolutionary conservation (Figure 1) only one RNAP-
associated general transcription factor shares the deep ancestry of RNAP 
core subunits going back to the last universal common ancestor of life 
(LUCA): the transcription elongation factor Spt5 (NusG in bacteria). Despite 
several attempts of reconciliation there is no strong evidence that general 
transcription initiation factors in bacteria and archaea/eukaryotes share a 
common ancestor. Even though the mechanisms that govern transcription 
initiation appear to be functionally conserved, the factors that facilitate this 
process have likely evolved independently in bacteria and archaea prior to 
the rise of the eukaryotes. 
Bacterial RNAPs utilise a range of sigma (σ) factors that control the 
transcription of distinct subsets of genes. There are several families of sigma 
factors that can be divided in two categories, the common σ70-related factors 
and the more narrow phylogenetically distributed σ54-type factors [6]. 
Sequence and structural alignments demonstrate that σ54 and σ70 are not 
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derived from a common ancestor but have evolved independently in the 
bacterial domain [7]. There are thus two functionally discrete mechanisms of 
transcription initiation in bacteria that are either (i) spontaneous (σ70) or (ii) 
relying on ATP hydrolysis by bacterial enhancer binding proteins (bEBP) of 
the AAA+ family (σ54). The combination of gene-specific bEBPs and σ54 
orchestrates the nitrogen metabolism, and various stress responses including 
the phage shock response in E. coli [8, 9].  
The archaeal RNAP and the three orthodox eukaryotic RNAPs (RNAPI, II and 
III) all depend on two homologous general transcription factors, the TATA 
binding protein (TBP) and transcription factor B (TFB). The latter is 
homologous to Taf1b, TFIIB and Brf1 in the eukaryotic RNAPI, II and III 
systems, respectively. RNAPII requires additional general transcription factors 
including TFIIH, and ATP hydrolysis for productive transcription initiation. 
Both accessory factor dependency and energy expenditure are reminiscent 
of the bacterial bEBP-σ54 ensemble but are evolutionary and mechanistically 
unrelated. The archaeal RNAP, RNAPII and -III employ a third conserved 
factor that stimulates OC formation, called transcription factor E (TFE), TFIIE 
and the RPC82/34 complex (hRPC62/39 in human), respectively [10]. Recent 
publications have provided intriguing insights into the structural organisation 
of these factors [11-17]. 
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This review provides a perspective into OC formation during transcription 
initiation. We focus on the structure, function and evolution of TFE-related 
factors, draw parallels to the bacterial transcription machinery, and discuss 
the possibility of OC formation as a means to regulate transcription in 
bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes. 
Architecture of archaeal RNAP 
The conserved core of all multisubunit RNAPs adopts a crab claw shape with 
the lobe and clamp domains forming the two pincers. Lobe and clamp 
domains are constituted by the two largest subunits Rpo1 and Rpo2 (Rpb1 
and Rpb2 in RNAPII, β‘ and β in bacterial RNAP) that also encompass all 
structural elements composing the active site. In most archaea Rpo1 is split 
into two subunits Rpo1’ and Rpo1’’ and similarly Rpo2 is split in 
methanogenic archaea. All archaeal and eukaryotic RNAPs include an Rpo4/7 
stalk module that protrudes from the main body of the enzyme orthogonal to 
the direction of transcription; it binds to the nascent transcript via an OB fold 
thereby modulating both processivity and termination of transcription [18]. 
The stalk module is absent in bacterial RNAP. Of the twelve RNAPII subunits 
10 are conserved within all archaea, whereas cren- and korarchaeota also 
contain an RPB8 homologue in line with the notion that these archaea are 
closer related to eukaryotes than euryarchaeota [2, 19]. The crenarchaeal 
Sulfolobus RNAP harbours an additional RNAP subunit, Rpo13, which is not 
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conserved in eukaryotic nor bacterial RNAPs [20]. Rpo13 is a largely 
disordered protein that interacts with the downstream DNA in a sequence-
independent fashion and may contribute to RNAP-DNA interactions during 
transcription initiation and/or elongation [21]. 
All RNAPs are molecular machines that are made of rigid and flexible parts 
undergoing conformational changes during the transcription process. The 
most prominent flexible motif is the RNAP clamp (consisting of segments of 
the two largest subunits) that both adjusts the width of the DNA binding 
channel and has the ability to translate allosteric changes from the outside of 
the enzyme to the active centre, in particular to the bridge helix that is 
anchored to the inside of the clamp. It is thought that the opening and 
closing movements of the clamp over the DNA binding channel are integral 
to the process of OC formation during transcription initiation, and the 
initiation factor TFE binds to the tip of the clamp and changes its 
conformation [12]. 
A recruitment cascade nucleates transcription initiation 
Both the archaeal RNAP and RNAPII only require two factors to facilitate 
promoter-directed transcription in vitro using strong promoters and 
negatively supercoiled templates [22, 23], even though both systems utilise 
additional factors to enhance this process. The sequential assembly of the 
archaeal pre-initiation complex (PIC) consisting of DNA, TBP, TFB and RNAP 
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(Figure 2) is congruent with the model for RNAPII PIC assembly first 
described by Steve Buratowski in 1989 [24]. First, TBP binds to the TATA box 
of the promoter and distorts this by bending the DNA roughly at a right 
angle [25]. The kinetics of archaeal TBP-TATA box interactions are 
significantly faster compared to their eukaryotic counterparts with a complex 
lifetime in the milliseconds range [26]. Second, or concomitant with TBP 
binding, TFB is recruited to TATA-TBP forming the ternary complex. 
Sequence-specific interactions of the TFB core C-terminal cyclin repeat with 
the promoter DNA immediately upstream of the TATA-box, the B 
recognition element  (BRE) [27], are required for stable TBP-TFB-TATA-box 
complex formation; the BRE also provides the means to give the PIC the 
correct directionality on the archaeal promoter in lieu of additional core 
promoter elements fulfilling this role in eukaryotes [28]. The incorporation of 
TFB into the ternary complex stabilises the TBP-TATA interaction. This 
stabilisation appears to be more prevalent in some archaea (e.g. the 
crenarchaeon Sulfolobus solfataricus, Sso) where no TBP-TATA-box 
complexes in the absence of TFB are observable in vitro. TBP-induced 
bending of the DNA only in the presence of TFB suggesting that Sso TBP 
and Sso TFB bind concomitantly to the promoter DNA. In others (e.g. the 
euryarchaeon Methanocaldococcus jannaschii, Mja) TBP-TATA-box 
complexes are formed and the addition of TFB appears to have no influence 
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on their stability [26]. Sso TFB-TBP-DNA complexes exhibit a ten-fold 
increased complex lifetime compared to Mj TBP-DNA complexes supporting 
the notion that TFB stabilises the TBP-DNA complex. Third, RNAP is 
recruited to the ternary complex by a sophisticated network of interactions 
between TFB and RNAP. The N-terminal TFB Zn ribbon (ZR) domain binds to 
the RNAP dock domain [29]. The TFB B-reader and B-helix motifs, which 
connect the TFB ZR and -core domains, make intricate interactions with the 
inside of the RNAP clamp proximal to the active site. Mutational analysis of 
these structural elements in Mja and Pyrococcus furiosus (Pfu) TFB revealed 
conserved elements residing in the TFB linker region that are important for 
PIC stabilisation and synthesis of the initial phosphodiester bonds [29-31]. 
Finally, the N-terminal cyclin repeat of the TFB core domain makes contacts 
with the RNAP DNA binding channel. Initially the PIC assembles to form the 
CC with double stranded DNA likely hovering over the DNA binding cleft 
and RNAP making little or no contact with the promoter DNA. During OC 
formation the DNA strands of the promoter are separated and the template 
strand is loaded into the active site concomitant with conformational changes 
of the PIC. This mechanism of transcription initiation and the basal factors 
facilitating it, TBP and TFB/TFIIB, are conserved between the archaeal RNAP 
and eukaryotic RNAPII transcription systems. The archaeo-eukaryotic 
recruitment cascade is in contrast to bacterial transcription, where both σ70 
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and σ54 form holoenzymes with the RNAP that are able to recognise the 
promoter. 
Is there more to the archaeal promoter than TATA and BRE? 
The eukaryotic core promoter is composed of multiple promoter elements 
including TATA-box, BREu and BREd (upstream and downsteam BRE), Inr 
(initiator element), and DPE (downstream promoter element) that occur in 
various combinations [28, 32]. None of these promoter elements are strictly 
conserved and on many promoters they are absent altogether. The TATA-
box is the most abundant promoter core element and TATA-like sequences 
are likely to be present in nearly all yeast promoters [33]. Likewise the 
bacterial promoter uses a modular architecture with -35, -10, extended -10 
and UP elements being present in various combinations but all recognised by 
RNAP subunits or σ factors [34]. Archaeal promoters seem composed of 
mainly two elements, the TATA-box that binds TBP, and BRE that binds the 
TFB core domain (corresponding to the eukaryotic BREU). In addition, a 
sequence bias surrounding the TSS with the sequence (-1)T-A/G-T(+2) has 
been coined Inr element and is likely to interact with the RNAP itself rather 
than transcription factors like TBP-associated factors (TAFs) in the RNAPII 
system [35]. Pioneering work from Wolfram Zillig’s laboratory identified an 
AT-rich sequence upstream of the TSS important for the promoter activity 
[36]. Permanganate foot-printing experiments on the Sso and Mja OC have 
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revealed similar boundaries for the initially melted region (IMR) of the 
promoter DNA extending up to position -12 relative to the TSS [11, 37, 38]. 
The propensity of DNA to melt depends on the energy required to disrupt 
base pair hydrogen bonding and base stacking interactions. Using chimeric 
archaeal promoter constructs we have shown that the IMR can change the 
promoter strength dramatically and independently of the TATA and BRE 
motifs of the promoter. The IMR is an important determinant for the strength 
of TFE stimulation [11].  However, it does not preclude additional sequence-
specific interactions of this region with the transcription machinery, 
particularly RNAP, TFB and TFE. 
Recent next generation sequencing approaches have enabled the genome-
wide mapping of TSSs and thereby the sequence determinants of archaeal 
promoters for a number of organisms [39-42]. Sequence alignments centred 
around the TSSs for Sso and Tko confirm that BRE and TATA are the two 
canonical promoter elements in archaea and that the IMR is generally AT-rich 
(Figure 3). Sequence bias around the TSS representing the Inr is strong in Sso, 
partly due to the majority of transcripts being leaderless and coinciding with 
the translational, ATG, start site. The AT bias of the IMR shows some 
variation between archaea, with some species, such as Tko, only showing a 
preference at the upstream edge of the transcription bubble (positions -10 
and -11) and others, such as Sso, showing a bias across the entire IMR, which 
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is more prominent at the upstream edge. Although this reflects a tendency 
for AT over GC base composition rather than a specific sequence element it 
is reminiscent of the bacterial -10 element which is also AT-rich and also 
forms the upstream edge of the transcription bubble in the E. coli σ70-OC [43, 
44].   
In conclusion, the TATA-box and BRE are critical archaeal promoter elements 
specifically recruiting the general transcription factors TBP and TFB. The IMR 
upstream of the TSS contributes to promoter strength likely by enabling 
efficient OC formation catalysed by TFE.  
 
Topology of the archaeal TATA-TBP-TFB-RNAP pre-initiation 
complex 
Due to the high conservation of all involved components the archaeal PIC is 
likely to be near-identical to the RNAPII PIC in structural terms. However, 
despite heroic efforts it has yet not been possible to crystallise any complete 
archaeal or eukaryotic PIC, while structural information of partial complexes 
and biochemical- and biophysical proximity analyses have enabled structural 
models of PICs [13, 30, 38, 45]. We have recently prepared a solution model 
of the Mja OC, shown in Figure 4.  A wholly recombinant RNAP system 
enabled us to incorporate fluorescent dye pairs into a range of strategically 
chosen surface-exposed locations on RNAP, TBP, TFB and TFE, and in the 
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template- and non-template DNA strands of the strong SSV1 T6 promoter 
[46]. OCs were assembled on immobilised promoter templates, and Förster 
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) between fluorescent donor-acceptor pairs 
was monitored at the single molecule level (smFRET) [38]. From the FRET 
efficiencies we calculated the interprobe distances, which in turn by 
triangulation and prior knowledge of partial structures of PIC components 
(including the RNAP, RNAP-TFIIB and TATA-TBP-TFB) were used to prepare 
the first structural model of the archaeal OC [38]. This analysis showed on 
one hand a stunning similarity between archaeal and eukaryotic RNAPII PICs, 
in addition to revealing subtle but intriguing differences, most notably an 
altered position of the TATA/TBP/TFB core ensemble relative to the 
upstream RNAP surface. A direct comparison of the archaeal solution OC 
model based on smFRET with a eukaryotic OC model reveals that TBP and 
the TFB core domain are located closer to the upstream RNAP surface and 
leaning towards to the RNAP stalk module. Since the downstream promoter 
DNA is fixed between the jaws of the RNAP and the upstream TATA and BRE 
promoter elements are anchored to RNAP via TBP/TFB core this could 
induce a torsional strain in the promoter DNA that results in a spontaneous 
localised DNA melting followed by the loading of the template strand into 
the active site cleft. This process can occur in eukaryotic PICs but is very 
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inefficient without the aid of TFIIE and in particular without the translocase 
activity of TFIIH [47].  
 
Enhancing the CC to OC transition – molecular mechanism of TFE 
Even though the combination of TBP and TFB enable OC formation in 
archaea without requiring additional proteins, a third general transcription 
initiation factor, transcription factor E (TFE) enhances this process. Many 
euryarchaeota including Mja utilise monomeric TFEα. However, the 
prototypical TFEα/β exemplified by Sso is a heterodimer homologous to 
eukaryotic TFIIEα/β. In Sso the gene coding for TFEβ is essential while 
deletion of the gene coding for TFEα has not been attempted [11]. In the 
euryarchaeon Methanococcus maripaludis the gene coding for monomeric 
TFEα is essential [48]. TFEα interacts with the RNAP in a bidentate fashion: 
The N-terminal extended winged helix (eWH) domain interacts with the tip of 
the RNAP clamp coiled-coil, while the C-terminal Zinc ribbon (ZR) domain 
interacts with the base of the clamp and the RNAP stalk [12] (Figure 4). This 
archaeal binding mode is in agreement with the location of yeast and human 
TFIIE in their cognate PICs based on biochemical crosslinking patterns and 
electron microscopy structures [13, 14]. The contributions of the β−subunit to 
TFE function are less understood. Like TFEα, TFEβ is also a bipartite protein 
consisting of an N-terminal classic winged-helix (WH) domain and a C-
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terminal domain containing a structural and seemingly redox inactive cubane 
[4Fe-4S] cluster. The former domain seems not to be required for TFE activity 
in vitro, while the latter domain is essential for heterodimerisation with the 
α−subunit and recruitment to the RNAP [11]. The gene encoding TFEβ is 
essential in Sulfolobus acidocaldarius [11].  The recruitment of TFEα to the 
Mja RNAP and the stimulation of transcription are dependent on the RNAP 
stalk [49, 50], which suggests that interactions between the TFEα ZR and the 
stalk are required for TFE function. On the other hand, both TFEα and 
TFEα/β form stable complexes with a recombinant Sso RNAP clamp in the 
absence of the stalk [11]. Moreover, deletion of the ZR domain in the context 
of the Sso TFEα/β factor does not abolish its function, which suggests that 
the β−subunit can compensate for the contribution of the TFEα ZR domain. 
In summary, TFE interacts with the RNAP clamp and stalk domains that have 
been implicated in OC formation. 
 
The archaeal RNAP clamp exists in two states 
OC formation requires significant rearrangements of the DNA template 
including DNA melting – a stepwise disruption of base pair interactions - and 
loading of the template strand into the active site. Once formed, the 
transcription bubble is prone to collapse and has to be stabilised to prevent 
this from happening. Securing the non-template (NT) strand on the outside 
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of the DNA binding channel of RNAP above the clamp provides one means 
to stabilise the OC [38]. Early crystal structures of eukaryotic RNAPII with and 
without the Rpo4/7 stalk [51-53] suggested that multisubunit RNAPs could 
adopt open and closed conformations. It appeared that in the presence of 
the stalk the RNAP clamp was closed over the DNA binding channel leading 
to a narrowed DNA cleft. More recent structures of archaeal RNAPs have 
shown the clamp in either open or closed conformations (Figure 5A), which 
indicates that the RNAP clamp conformation can change even in the 
presence of the stalk (Figure 5A). While the crenarchaeal Sso RNAP 
crystallised in a closed clamp conformation [54], the RNAP from the 
euryarchaeal organism Thermococcus kodakarensis exhibited an open clamp 
[55]. Movement of the clamp is accompanied by a shift in the position of the 
Rpo4/7 stalk, and the magnitude of the conformational change of the RNAP 
clamp (17 Å) is comparable to the changes deduced from comparisons of 
different eukaryotic RNAPII complexes (15 Å). However, these crystal 
structures are static snapshots of a flexible molecule and a key question in 
the field remained whether (i) alternative RNAP clamp states were relevant in 
solution, and (ii) whether they changed in response to recruitment of RNAP 
to the promoter, and (iii) during the transition between the closed and the 
OC. The combination of a biochemically tractable recombinant archaeal 
RNAP system with smFRET measurements allowed us to address these 
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questions [56]. We site-specifically introduced a fluorescent donor-acceptor 
dye (FRET) pair at the tip of the RNAP clamp coiled coil (subunit Rpo1) and 
into the lobe (subunit Rpo2) on the opposite side of the DNA cleft (Figure 
5A). The double-labelled RNAPs were incorporated into DNA-TBP-TFB 
ternary complexes and changes in RNAP clamp conformation was assessed 
using the FRET efficiencies as proxy for inter-probe distances across the DNA 
binding channel (Figure 5B and C). Classification of the molecules according 
to their FRET efficiencies showed that the RNAP as part of the DNA-TBP-
TFB-RNAP initiation complex indeed adopts two conformations, an open and 
a closed conformation similar to E. coli RNAP [57]. Notably, the conformation 
of the clamp differs from the conformations monitored for the RNAP not 
associated with transcription factors or DNA suggesting that the clamp 
adopts defined states in the initiation complex guided by the intricate 
network of interactions in the PIC. 
 
TFE induces clamp opening 
The recruitment of TFE into the PIC and the transition from the CC to OC 
occurs concurrently with the redistribution of the two conformational states of 
the clamp. In the CC, formed on double-stranded DNA, the clamp is 
preferentially in a closed state. Assembling the initiation complex on a 
synthetically pre-melted promoter template shifts the equilibrium towards an 
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open clamp state (Figure 5D), which suggests that DNA melting involves 
clamp opening. This process of clamp opening occurs spontaneously and 
does not require TFE, in agreement with the fact that TFE is not strictly 
required for transcription in vitro. However, the efficiency of clamp opening - 
and by inference template strand loading - is significantly stimulated in the 
presence of TFEα. While TFEα recruitment to RNAP depends on the 
presence of the Rpo4/7 stalk [12, 50, 58], the stalk itself does not influence 
the clamp conformation in the context of the PIC. These results suggest that 
the stimulatory effect of TFE on DNA melting and OC formation has an 
allosteric component: TFE binding to the RNAP leads to structural changes 
that result in the opening of the clamp. In the archaeal OC model register -12 
of the NTS is juxtaposed to the RNAP clamp coiled-coil and the TFEα eWH 
domain [38]. There is a second component to TFE stimulation; TFE not only 
induces OC formation but helps to maintain the OC by securing the NTS at 
the upstream edge of the transcription bubble to the top of the clamp. This 
hypothesis is supported by cross-linking data and fluorescence quenching 
assays that showed a close proximity of the TFEα−eWH domain and the -12 
NTS position [12, 59]. 
smFRET experiments show that changes in clamp conformation also occur 
during OC formation in the bacterial RNAP which does not utilise TFE-like 
factors [57]. Interestingly, the direction seems reversed in as much as the CC 
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has an open- and the OC a closed clamp, which could be due to the fact that 
different structural intermediates were captured. Once the archaeal RNAP 
has escaped the promoter and entered the processive elongation stage the 
clamp has closed again [56], and it is possible that the bacterial RNAP in the 
OC has proceeded one conformational step further than the archaeal RNAP. 
The structure of the human RNAPII PIC has recently been investigated using 
electron microscopy at intermediate resolution. Similar to the bacterial RNAP 
the CC to OC transition of the human RNAPII induces clamp closure [14]. The 
effect of TFIIE on the clamp conformation in RNAPII has not been directly 
tested. Similar to archaeal TFE, TFIIE can stimulate transcription in vitro from 
negatively supercoiled or partially pre-melted DNA templates [47, 60], 
suggesting that TFE and TFIIE use a conserved mechanism. Likewise, the 
clamp of RNAPIII adopts open and closed conformations [16]. However, the 
clamp movement is less pronounced (change of 9 Å) as compared to the 
archaeal RNAP and RNAPII (change of 17 Å). In the RNAPIII system, subunits 
C82/34 are an integral part of the RNAP and, similar to subunits TFIIEα/β 
(RNAPII), span the DNA cleft [13, 14, 16], which is likely to restrict the 
flexibility of the clamp. 
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Evolution of TFIIE-like factors in archaea and eukaryotes 
The identification of a bona fide homologue of TFEβ in archaea allowed for 
reconstructing the evolutionary history of TFIIE-like factors [11]. In terms of 
domain composition, the Sso TFE α− and β-subunits combine features of 
TFIIEα and the human RNAPIII subunit hRPC39 (Figure 6A). Sso TFEα and 
TFIIEα share the bipartite eWH [61] and ZR domain organisation. The 
eukaryote-specific C-terminus of TFIIEα facilitates the recruitment of 
eukaryotic TFIIH to the PIC [62]. The Sso TFEβ subunit is composed of one 
WH domain (WH) and one [4Fe-4S] cluster-containing domain that are 
homologous to RNAPIII subunit hRPC39 [11] (Figure 6A). The conservation of 
structural features suggests that TFIIE and hRPC62/39 are derived from a 
common ancestor likely to be very similar to TFEα/β in archaea. Following 
duplication the TFE paralogues associated with RNAPII and RNAPIII 
transcription were reshaped by evolution (Figure 6B). TFIIEβ most likely 
retained its WH domain from its TFEβ-like precursor, although no significant 
sequence homology can be detected between C34 (the yeast homologue of 
RPC39) and yeast Tfa2 [63]. The [4Fe-4S] cluster domain was eroded in TFIIEβ 
coinciding with the emergence of a new dimerisation interface. Several 
unicellular eukaryotes such as Giardia lamblia and Leishmania major appear 
to miss TFIIEα and TFIIEβ homologues altogether, or the homologues are 
too divergent to be recognised as such [64, 65]. The C82 subunit of yeast 
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RNAPIII (homologous to hRPC62 in human RNAPII) diverged from its TFEα-
like precursor by loss of the ZR domain and several duplications of the WH 
domain. In functional analogy to TFIIE and TFE the C82/34 complex plays a 
role in OC formation of RNAPIII [66]. Furthermore, the C82/34 complex 
interacts with the RNAPIII-specific general transcription initiation factor Brf1, 
which possibly facilitated the partitioning of the transcription space of genes 
transcribed by RNAPIII [67, 68]. A common feature of TFIIEβ and RPC39 (Tfa2 
and C34 in yeast) is the duplication of partially redundant WH domains. The 
WH domains in yeast TFIIE form an array reaching over the DNA binding 
channel connecting the RNAP clamp and protrusion domains, and while 
deletion of one domain (Tfa2 WH1) has only a mild phenotype in vivo the 
deletion of both WH domains is lethal [13]. In this sense archaeal TFE mimics 
the minimal TFIIE WH domain configuration. While the RNAPI system does 
not utilise any apparent TFIIE homologue, the C-terminal tandem WH 
domains of subunit A49 might function similar to the tandem WH domains of 
Tfa2 and C34 [69]. The loss of [4Fe-4S] and ZR domains during evolution is 
paralleled in the evolution of TFE in archaea (Figure 7B). Both TFEα and TFEβ 
are widely distributed within the archaeal phylum suggesting that they were 
present in the last common ancestor of archaea (and eukaryotes). However, 
several archaeal genomes lack recognisable TFEβ genes, which might be the 
result of ‘streamlining’. Members of the class Thermoplasmata lack both 
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TFEα   and TFEβ altogether. Halobacterial TFEβ lack the conserved cysteine 
residues that are required for coordination of the [4Fe-4S] cluster indicating 
that the cluster has been lost [70]. While TFEα factors from species lacking a 
TFEβ homologues, such as Mja and Pfu are fully functional for OC formation 
[12, 29, 49], the dimeric TFE of Sulfolobus is critically dependent on the 
TFEβ subunit for its function [11]. 
In summary, TFIIE-like factors show considerable variation in terms of domain 
composition, and are broadly phylogenetically distributed. Evolution has 
brought about an expansion of winged helix (WH) domains in eukaryotes, but 
also resulted in the loss of metal centres such as Iron sulphur clusters and 
Zinc ribbons. 
 
Regulation of open complex formation 
In bacteria the role of OC formation in the regulation of transcription is well 
documented (Figure 7). The most well characterised global regulation system 
that targets OC formation is the stringent response. Following amino acid 
starvation a subset of genes under the control of ‘stringent’ promoters are 
efficiently repressed by a destabilisation of the OC [71]. This mechanism 
relies on a sequence element, the discriminator, residing in the IMR of the 
promoter. Repression is mediated by the RNAP-associated regulator DksA 
and the guanosine nucleotide analogue ppGpp, which is synthesised by RelA 
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bound to stalled ribosomes in response to low aminoacylated tRNAs [71]. 
The binding site of ppGpp on E. coli RNAP is between to rigid modules of 
bacterial RNAP, the shelf and the core. Therefore binding of ppGpp is 
thought to restrict conformational changes in the RNAP [72, 73]. ppGpp 
binding reduces the stability of the OC, which collapses to the closed state 
and thus represses transcription from promoters with short-lived OCs such as 
the rRNA promoter in E. coli [74]. Another important example of OC limited 
transcription regulation is the σ54 transcription system. The σ54-holo RNAP 
readily forms a CC, while OC formation requires the action of bEBPs and 
ATP-hydrolysis [7]. Class II transcription activators such as catabolite activator 
protein (CAP) also regulate transcription by enhancing OC formation [75]. 
 The potential of OC formation as a regulator of gene expression has recently 
been emphasised by structural studies of the regulator CarD. The structure of 
the Thermus thermophilus RNAP-CarD initiation complex (Figure 9) shows 
that CarD stabilises the OC by interacting with the upstream edge of the 
transcription bubble [76] providing a mechanistic rationale for its role in 
activating transcription in Mycobacterium [77, 78]. This interaction is partially 
sequence specific due to the intercalation of a highly conserved tryptophan 
residue into the NT strand at position -12 [76]. The stabilisation of the OC 
through interaction with the upstream edge of the transcription bubble is 
reminiscent of TFE-like factors, whose eWH domains are interacting with the -
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12 register of the NTS (Figure 8). CarD shows a wide but patchy phylogenetic 
distribution in sequenced bacterial species; it is present in Mycobacterium 
and Thermus, but absent in others such as E. coli. Interestingly, the OC 
formed by Mycobacterium bovis in absence of CarD is considerably less 
stable as compared to the E. coli OC (which does not utilise CarD) [77]. The 
incorporation of CarD into the Mycobacterium OC compensates for the 
lower stability. This suggests some degree of coevolution between the 
proteins forming the OC (RNAP and sigma factors) and CarD. Mycobacterium 
smegmatis CarD is induced by oxidative stress, DNA damage and starvation 
which altogether suggests that CarD is a regulator [79]. However, the whole 
genome occupancy of CarD implies that its bound to the majority of 
promoters [78] and should be considered a general transcription initiation 
factor [76].  
 
The classical means of transcription regulation in eukaryotes include (i) 
improving the access of regulatory factors to their cognate DNA elements by 
chromatin remodelling, (ii) the cascade that results in the recruitment of 
RNAP to the promoter, and (iii) promoter-proximal pausing of early 
transcription elongation complexes. Recently, regulation of OC formation has 
emerged as a novel mechanism of global transcription activation in naïve 
lymphocytes [80]. Activation of naïve lymphocytes results in a massive 
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increase in global mRNA levels. Genome-wide mapping of single stranded 
DNA regions in resting lymphocytes revealed that while the bulk of RNAPII is 
promoter-bound, nearly all promoters rest in the closed state. This correlates 
with very low expression levels of TFIIH subunits including the translocase 
XPB. Upon lymphocyte activation TFIIH expression is induced, resulting in 
opening of RNAPII promoters, and global mRNA levels are amplified a 
hundredfold. In summary, OC formation as a means to regulate 
transcriptional output is used in both bacteria and eukaryotes. 
Regulation of transcription in archaea is less well characterised than in 
bacteria or eukaryotes. Typically repression is achieved by promoter 
occlusion. Transcription activation is facilitated by enhancing the recruitment 
of TBP and TFB (reviewed in [81]). Recent findings suggest that similar to 
CarD, TFE could play a pivotal role in transcription regulation. Unlike TBP 
and TFB, TFE is non-essential for transcription initiation in vitro, therefore it 
could provide an opportunity for fine-tuning transcription in vivo. The 
expression levels of both Sso TFE subunits vary as a function of the growth 
rate and in response to stresses, unlike the other general transcription factors. 
The levels of TFEβ decrease dramatically during oxidative stress and 
starvation [11], while TFEα is depleted upon heat shock; The steady-state 
levels of TBP, TFB, and RNAP remain unchanged under all conditions [82]. 
The amplitude of the TFE stimulation is dependent on the promoter context, 
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in particular on the sequence of the IMR [11]. As a consequence, the TFE 
depletion during stress is likely to affect distinct subsets of promoters in 
different ways. Finally, TFE could moderate the promoter activity by 
interacting differentially with alternative TFB paralogs since it has been 
shown that Pfu TFE stimulates transcription facilitated by the two paralogs 
TFB1 and TFB2 on different promoters to different extents [83].  
Conclusions and outlook 
Transcription initiation by the archaeal RNAP is closely related to that of 
eukaryotic RNAPII, in terms of promoter elements (BRE, TATA, IMR and Inr) 
and general transcription initiation factors (TBP, TFB and TFE), and it uses 
conserved molecular mechanisms during OC formation. However, there are 
interesting differences. OC formation is stimulated by TFE-like factors in both 
archaea and eukaryotes, but has become dependent on TFIIH and energy 
expenditure in the latter’s RNAPII system. The reason for this remains opaque, 
but good arguments can be made that dependency of OC formation on 
exogenous factors provides a means for regulation of gene expression. There 
are multiple examples from bacteria, eukaryotes, and now also archaea that 
the transition between the CC and OC is a potent angle of attack for 
regulators including σ54-bEBPs, ppGpp, TFIIH and TFE. 
The current picture of transcription in archaea is relatively simple, which at 
least partly stems from our ignorance since most biochemical and structural 
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information is derived from a few exclusively (hyper-)thermophilic species. 
The recent discovery of TFEβ and the RNAP subunit Rpo13 highlight the 
diversity in archaeal transcription that has yet to be explored. And there are 
still many open questions: Are TFE, TBP and TFB really general transcription 
factors in the sense that they are bound to and required for initiation on all 
promoters? Thus far only a single limited genome-wide occupancy study for 
TBP and TFB has been reported [84], whereas nothing is known about the 
distribution of TFE, and most importantly RNAP. Have we exhausted the 
general transcription factors constituting the archaeal PIC? Is it not possible 
that additional factors e.g. enable transcription of subsets of genes such as 
non-coding RNA genes like CRISPR or ribosomal RNA operons? TBP and TFB 
were originally identified from cell lysate and identified as essential 
transcription factors [85], while the identification of the two TFE genes was 
based on bioinformatics and only subsequently proven by experimental 
approaches. Experiments attempting the isolation of proteins associated with 
the archaeal PIC or with the RNAP from archaeal extracts may yet lead to the 
identification of novel archaea-specific transcription initiation factors.  
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Figures 
Figure 1. Evolution of the transcription initiation machinery after LUCA. 
The universally conserved core RNAP and the transcription elongation factor 
Spt5 are the only components of the transcription machinery that predate the 
last universal common ancestor (LUCA) of bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes. 
The general transcription factors required for transcription initiation emerged 
later independently in bacteria and archaea, the two primary domains of life. 
The emergence of eukaryotes from their ”archaeal parent” led to the 
evolution of additional general transcription factors and those belonging to 
the RNAPII system are listed. 
 
 
Figure 2. Transcription initiation in archaea is a recruitment cascade. 
Sequential or concomitant binding of TBP and TFB to the TATA-box and BRE 
nucleates the formation of the ternary complex. RNAP is recruited to this 
platform to form the preinitiation complex (PIC) in the closed form (closed 
complex, CC). The third factor TFE binds to the CC and assists 
conformational changes that facilitate DNA melting resulting in the open 
complex (OC). 
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Figure 3. The archaeal core promoter structure. Alignment of the DNA 
sequences upstream of TSSs identified individual promoter elements 
including BRE, the TATA box, the initially melted region (IMR) and the 
initiator (Inr) surrounding the TSS (+1).  The strong Inr signal in Sso is due to 
the fact that the ATG start codon on most genes coincides with the TSS. 
Alignment of TSS identified by whole transcriptome sequencing from S. 
solfataricus [42] and T. kodakarensis [39]. The inserts show the TATA box 
motifs identified by the program MEME (http://meme-suite.org) in the same 
dataset. Alignment was performed using WebLogo3 
(http://weblogo.threeplusone.com) adjusting to the background GC content 
for each organism. 
 
Figure 4. Architecture of the complete archaeal open complex. The OC 
model encompasses the three archaeal general transcription factors TBP 
(green), TFB (blue) and TFE (magenta), the RNAP (grey) and TS (dark blue) 
and NTS (cyan). The overall topology of the archaeal OC is very similar to the 
human OC structure determined by electron microscopy [14]. The relative 
orientation of the TFEα eWH domain is somewhat uncertain. This model is 
based on distance constraints derived from smFRET measurements between 
fluorescent dye pairs introduced at strategic locations in components of the 
OC [38]. Interprobe distances were calculated from smFRET measurements 
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and processed using the NPS system [86]. Structural parents to the model 
included the archaeal Sso RNAP (pdb: 2WAQ), ternary complex DNA-TBP-
TFBcore from Pyrococcus woesei (pdb: 1D3U), Sso TFEα eWH domain (pdb: 
1Q1H), and yeast RNAPII-TFIIB (pdb: 4BBR) and human TFIIEα ZR 
domain( pdb: 1VD4).  
 
 
Figure 5. Conformation of the RNAP clamp in archaea. (A) Structural 
alignment of the crenarchaeal (S. solfataricus, pdb: 2PMZ) and euryarchaeal 
RNAP (T. kodakarensis, pdb: 4QIW) that adopt a closed or open clamp, 
respectively. (B) Single-molecule FRET measurements on immobilised 
initiation complexes assembled in the presence of a donor-acceptor-labelled 
RNAP inform about the conformation of the archaeal RNAP clamp. (C) FRET 
serves as molecular ruler with high sensitivity in the nanometer-range 
providing information about the width of the DNA cleft and the conformation 
of the clamp. (D) Opening and closing of the archaeal RNAP clamp during 
open formation as revealed by smFRET (colour coding as in A and B; non-
template strand in cyan, template strand in blue) [56]. TFE binding and OC 
formation stimulate opening of the RNAP clamp.  
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Figure 6 Diversity of TFIIE-like factors in archaea and eukaryotes. (A) The 
domain composition of dimeric Sulfolobus TFE combines features of TFIIE 
and RNAPIII subunits RPC62/39. The additional eWH and WH domains 
resulting from duplications are depicted in light blue and green, respectively. 
(B) The gene loss and loss of the [4Fe-4S] cluster and Zn-ribbon domains in 
TFIIE-related factors is depicted on an updated archaeal phylogeny placing 
eukaryotes within the archaeal domain [5]. Different archaeal taxonomic 
groups belonging to the euryarchaeota or the ‘TACK’ superphylum [2] as well 
as the three classes of eukaryotic RNAP systems are included. In order to 
depict variation within the eukaryotic domain, S. cerevisiae (y) and human (h) 
counterparts were included separately. The prediction of conservation, or 
loss, of metal centres is based on the presence of the conserved cysteine 
residues required for coordination of Zn ions and [4Fe-4S] clusters. 
 
 
Figure 7. OC formation as a mean to regulate transcription. Examples of 
factors and molecules regulating OC formation from different organisms are 
shown alongside the proposed mechanism of activation or repression (see 
text for discussion). 
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Figure 8. TFE-like factors and CarD both activate transcription by 
stabilising the OC. (A) Model of the Methanocaldococcus OC with TFEα 
shown in a magenta semitransparent surface representation. The TFEα eWH 
domain is perched on the tip of the RNAP clamp coiled coil (orange) in close 
contact with the NTS of the promoter. (B) Structure of the bacterial OC from 
Thermus with CarD shown in magenta semitransparent surface 
representation (pdb: 4XLR) [76]. A conserved tryptophan residue (Trp86) 
wedges into the minor groove of the upstream DNA thereby stabilising the 
transcription bubble (see close up). 
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